ARTS+CULTURE

Black Lives Matter Arts+Culture expands and explores this moment in art culture that is reflective of the 1960s and 1970s when the Civil Rights, Black Power, and Women's Rights Movements, and efforts to diversify art institutions, dominated the discourse.

We disrupt the status quo of the art world by uplifting emerging Black artists who speak audaciously, who are unafraid, and who stand in solidarity with the most marginalized among us. Artists who call on us to change the way we see ourselves and one another. Artists who center love, joy, dignity, and freedom.

In addition to uplifting Black artists, the Arts+Culture programs serve as a connection point to educate our communities on the intersection of art, culture, and politics. Through artistic expression and engagement, we will empower our communities, change the landscape, and inspire new realities.

The Provocateurs: A Master Series

The Provocateurs: A Master Series is a creative video series produced by Black Lives Matter Arts+Culture. The series features established artists and creatives from all fields who create within a politically radical framework. Artists give 12-minute TED-style talks about their practice and journey as a provocative Black artist.

View details about the most recent The Provocateurs event:

THE PROVOCATEURS: A MASTER SERIES

LIKE IT?
SHARE IT

TAKE ACTION

Join the Movement to fight for Freedom, Liberation and Justice by signing up for updates, supporting our work, checking out our resources, following us on social media, or wearing our dope, official gear.

JOIN THE GLOBAL MOVEMENT

Sign up here for updates on special launches, network actions, programs, partnerships, and more!

ADD YOUR NAME

DONATE TODAY

We appreciate your support of the movement and our ongoing fight to end State-sanctioned violence, liberate Black people, and end white supremacy forever.

COVID-19 HELP

Use the quick links to:

- Add your name to the petitions.
- Find resources with information on how to apply and receive aid during this pandemic.
- View the state and local coronavirus resource map.
- Learn more about coronavirus prevention.

HELP US FIGHT DISINFORMATION

We need to see what you see. Black Lives Matter is a central target of disinformation and you are a key line of defense. Report suspicious sites, stories, ads, social accounts, and posts about BLM.

HELP US

FOLLOW BLM

Donate

COVID-19 Help

Follow BLM
Official 3 Stripe Streak Tee
Short Sleeve, Midweight, Crewneck
$25.00

Official Red Heart Hashtag Fitted Tee
Short Sleeve, Midweight, Crewneck
$25.00